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ABSTRACT
Through the analyses of the building’s systems and project delivery methodology, industryleading strategies are evaluated to combat real-life project challenges. Taking on a fictitious name
through the owner’s interest, the Carsia Building’s name is inspired by a man who remained humble,
honest, and proud when it was easy and convenient to do wrong in a tough, unforgiving industry. The
building stands twelve stories tall in central Pennsylvania. Beneath those twelve stories is four levels of
underground parking, tallying sixteen total levels in the building. The below grade levels are referred to
as B4-B1, respectively. In the same retrospect, the floors above grade are referred to as L1-L12. The roof
is accessible to the building’s maintenance staff, which holds the mechanical sleds nursing over a
hundred condensers.
The Carsia Building is a product of Don Properties – which is also a fictitious name. Don
Properties designed the building to be geared toward the markets surrounding higher education, creating
apartment living exclusive to students. However, Don Properties did capitalize on the demand for retail
space in a bustling downtown by reserving L1 and L2 for commercial tenants. L1 has been designed to
hold Don Properties’ leasing office and three tenants in the retail or food industry. L2 is intended for an
office fit out. This 291,750 square-foot building maintains its presence at an intersection of two main
streets; the builders believe there will be no issues in getting tenants.
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Chapter 1
General Project Data

1.1 Project Portfolio
The Carsia Building is located in central Pennsylvania right at the intersection of a busy
city intersection. The owner, Don Properties, is involved in the construction and facility
management of the project. The building is mixed-use, acting primary as a student living facility
but reserving retail space on the first and second floors, L1 and L2. Amounting to 291,750 SF of
occupant space, the building stands 12 stories tall above grade. In addition, 4 stories below grade
serve as a parking garage to service the building’s maintenance staff and occupants. Provided by
the project team, the overall project cost was approximately $50,853,310. The construction
started in September of 2014 and, as a result of a few design and permitting delays, lasted until
January of 2018 (Table 1).
Table 1. Project Portfolio
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1.2 Project Delivery
This project was originally being developed by another owner. After investments fell
through, the original developer sold the property and existing contract documents to Don
Properties. Referencing the diagram found in Appendix A, Don Properties contracted out Niles
Bolton Associates to redesign the existing structure of the building. In addition, Don Properties
contracted out the existing general contractor, Stickler Construction, and brought in their internal
general contracting team, Don Construction, to work alongside them. Originally procured as a
design-bid-build project, Don Properties leveraged design-build specialty trades for the
electrical, mechanical, and plumbing scopes of work. Since the cast-in-place and precast scopes
were contracted out separately, a separate structural engineer was contracted out by the architect
to be the engineer of record (Table 2). Don Properties designed their own contracts in lieu of the
standard AIA contracts. Assessing the project delivery, the unconventional construction
management approach lacked preconstruction and predesign – sacrificing value engineering and
other cost saving strategies.
Table 2. Project Delivery
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1.3 Design & Function
The Carsia building focuses on functionality and simplicity for student tenants through its
clean and symmetrically design. In addition, the building adapts to the local infrastructure and
architecture by curving its form on with the surrounding main street. A parking garage is
integrated into the
building foundation,
going 4 floors below
grade – B4 thru B1. The
ground floor, L1, is made
up of retail space and the
leasing office. L2 is shell
office space (Figure 1).
The remaining levels are
dedicated to the student
tenants; there are 5
variations of unit floors:
L3 with amenities at the
core of the building, L4,
L5-L9, L10, L11-12
(Figure 2).

Figure 1. Building Section
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Figure 2. L4 Floor Plan

1.4 Building Codes
The following building codes are referenced in the project’s specifications: 2009
International Building Code, 2012 International Building Code, 2009 International Energy
Conservation, 2009 International Fire Code, 2009 International Fuel Gas Code, 2009
International Mechanical Code, 2009 International Performance Code, 2009 International
Plumbing Code, 2010 Americans with Disabilities Act, 2009 ICC/ANSI A117.1, Fair Housing
Act.
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1.5 Zoning
Referencing the local zoning map, the Carsia Building falls within the commercial
incentive district (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Zoning Map

1.6 Existing Conditions Site Plan
From being the product of an existing project redesign, the Carsia Building had a unique
existing conditions plan. The site was already fenced off, and existing utilities were identified.
The pedestrian traffic was one of the biggest concerns. Students had a repetitive track for their
daily class schedules. With two main streets on either side of the Carsia Building, it was
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imperative to keep students off the busy streets. Traffic flow was also a consideration. Material
drop off and crane operations needed to be planned and approved by the local borough to
mitigate traffic bottlenecking and accidents (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Existing Conditions Site Plan
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1.7 Schedule & Cost

1.7.1 Schedule Evaluation

The approximate completion of B2 is when the existing project was redesigned to be
what is now the Carsia Building. The original design was steel, but Don Properties decided to
leverage structural precast concrete to beat a challenging completion deadline. The project
already had several roadblocks before Don Properties stepped in. Those roadblocks continued
when the Carsia Building reached grade; building permits to proceed with above grade
construction were delayed – resulting in several idle months. As the structure-envelope assembly
was climbing stories, the project schedule was objectivizing by floors. In other words, the
schedule was simplified – or categorize – by floor objectives in lieu of individual trade work.
This was beneficial for the project and field teams to conceptualize project goals and deadlines.
However, the lack of detail made the schedule difficult to analyze (Appendix B). When this
downfall was made apparent to the senior management team, a schedule consultant was hired.
Draper & Associates fragmented the floor work by trade and created a matrix for material
tracking.

1.7.2 Cost Evaluation

With the information provided, an observed total building cost value was calculated to be
approximately $57,579,069. This value was derived using Square Foot Costs with RSMeans
Data, 2017 Edition, accounting for location factor, contractor fees, and architect fees. Excluding
site work, the cost data provided by Don Construction records an actual total building cost of
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approximately $39,787,589 (Appendix C). Several factors were theorized in response to the
actual cost being much lower: the student living market has lower standards for finishes –
resulting in cost cutting opportunities, the actual building cost accounts for the project from B2
on – cutting out excavation and costly foundation work, Don Construction is a subsidiary of Don
Properties – creating a lot of opportunities for internal accounting strategies to place costs
elsewhere, and R.S. Means data is generalize – resulting in a percentage of error.
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Chapter 2
Building Systems

2.1 Building Enclosure

2.1.1 Facades

From grade to the bottom of L3, the Carsia Building utilizes metal panels which are
fastened to the cast in place concrete structure. For the door head details, a fluid applied weather
resistive barrier (WRB) is integrated into the flashings. In addition, weep holes are engineered
into the wall assembly to facilitate the removal of moisture that may be potentially trapped in the
air space (Figure 5). From L3 to L12, prefabricated brick panels are specified – which is a part of
a precast wall panel assembly. The panels are backed with concrete and insulation; the concrete
surface is on the interior and the brick façade is on the exterior.

Figure 5. Exterior Wall Section, Grade to L3
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2.1.2 Roofing

Prefabricated concrete roof spandrels make up the frame of the roof. Smaller precast
parapet assemblies supplement the roof structure to meet local building codes. Covered by a
TPO membrane, sloped roofing insulation is used to carry water to designated roof drains. Drain
pipes carry the runoff water to a network of storm drainage that properly displaces the onsite
water.

Figure 6. Roof Section
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2.2 Electrical
Two main transformers, T1 and T2, are held outside of the building. One of the
transformers is stepped down with a smaller 350kW, 120/208V transformer. HDP distribution
panels are fed by the transformers and branch the voltage off to a network of a panels that feed
various systems.
Rigid steel conduit with a zinc-coating are the most prevalent conduit throughout the
building; steel, set-screw, or compression fittings were required. However, nonmetallic conduit
and tubing are used as well. Wireways are comprised of sheet metal and accessories that include:
couplings, offsets, elbows, expansion joints, adapters, hold-down straps, and end caps.
Duplex receptacles in flush outlet boxes, double-duplex receptacles, junction boxes, and
electrical panels make up the power system. Duplex receptacles with weatherproof, in-use covers
are used for the pool deck atrium on L3. For the leasing office space, in flush floor boxes are
used for the receptacles. The electrical components for the HVAC system include: electric
heaters, exhaust fans, motor operated dampers, thermostats, disconnect switches, and starter
switches.

2.3 Lighting
The lighting system is made up of light fixtures, light fixtures on emergency circuits, exit
signs, single pole toggle switches, 3-way toggles switches, 4-way toggles switches, wallmounted occupancy sensors, and ceiling-mounted occupancy sensors. All the light fixtures
contain LEDs. The corridors on the unit floors contain six (6) inch LED downlights, recessed in
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the precast decking. A combination of LED pendants and downlight are used in the amenity and
unit spaces.

2.4 Mechanical
Housed on multiple rooftop mechanical sleds, 132 condenser heat pump condensers make
up the majority of the HVAC system. Through a split system, the heat pumps feed their sister air
handlers placed in each unit. Polyphase motors and single-phase motors support the additional
HVAC equipment. Coolant lines are connected to each condenser to transfer the heat through the
thermal cycle.
Pipe and duct hangars are set in the cast in place and precast slabs to hold the various
distribution systems. All hangars have a galvanized, metallic coating – either pregalvanized or
hot dipped. For vibration and seismic controls, vibration isolators were position at equipment
mounts and springs.
All HVAC equipment is tested, adjusted, and balanced (TAB). Constant-volume air
systems were tested for quality controls and specification requirements. Furthermore, HVAC
equipment quantitative-performance settings were adjusted, per the specifications. Insulation was
utilized to ensure system performance; this included: flexible elastomeric, mineral fiber,
adhesives, mastics, sealants, and tapes.

2.5 Structural
The Carsia Building’s substructure and superstructure is dominated by concrete. The
foundation is comprised of a pile and cast-in-place footer system. Until the building reaches
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grade, the exterior foundation walls are all cast-in-place; proportion normal-weight concrete
mixtures were used for these systems. Two slabs are cast-in -place, L1 and L3, however, precast
assemblies take over the rest of the structural system.
Plastic vapor retarders, bituminous vapor retarders, and granular courses are used to
combat moisture. In addition, epoxy-coated and zinc-coated reinforcement are embedded in the
concrete to gain strength in tension. Isolation joints and dowel joints are designed to prevent
cracking and secure adjacent assembly connections. Flexible waterstops and self-expanding strip
waterstops are installed in construction joints and other locations indicated for moisture control.
Spandrel panels, beams, and columns make up the precast system below L3. The columns
are rooted in the buildings footers where it transfers the loads from the beams. In turn, the beams
transfer the loads from the spandrel panels. Once the system reaches L3, precast walls and
precast decking are used. Exterior wall assemblies back as the majority of the building enclosure
while still having structural integrity; they include layers of brick veneer, air gap, moisture
barrier, insulation, and concrete.
Minimal steel is used. Steel can be found in the pool atrium and the eastern side of the
building for the cladding bulkhead feature.
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Chapter 3
Support Building Systems

3.1 Fire Protection
Penetration firestopping consists of: gypsum cement, joint sealants, gypsum board,
covering piping and duct penetrations through fire rated assemblies, and covering cable and
conduit penetration though fire rated assemblies.
The fire suppression standpipe system includes: pipes, fittings, fire-protection valves,
hose connections, fire-department connections, alarm devices, and pressure gages. A manual
wet-type, class I standpipe system is used. Water must be pumped into standpipes to satisfy
demand.
A wet-pipe sprinkler system is fed by the fire suppression standpipe system. Automatic
sprinklers are attached to piping containing water, which is connected to a water supply through
alarm valves. Water discharges immediately from sprinklers when they are opened. Sprinklers
open when heat melts fusible link or destroys frangible device. Hose connections are included.

3.2 Transportation
Geared traction elevators were designed in the Carsia Building, which includes: a hoist
machine, AC drive, deflector and overhead sheaves, speed governor, car safety devices,
controllers, hoist ropes, trail cables, wiring, pit stop switch, guide rails, limit switches, car
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frames, platforms, pit buffer, counterweight, emergency alarm bell, car top inspection station,
array door protection, door operator, hangers, door closers, interlocks, car enclosure, and floor
passing signal. Furthermore, roped hydraulic elevators are used.
Vertical platform lifts were used as material hoists during the construction of the
building. This was located on the northeast side of building, near the restricted material drop-off
zone.

3.3 Telecommunications
Telecommunication outlet boxes, pull boxes, cable tray systems, Velcro straps, plenum
rated plastic tie-wraps, j-hooks, conduit bushings, and metal stud wall grommets make up the
pathway components for the communication systems. An underground duct and raceway system
facilitate the communication system. Equipment racks and cabinets shelf the components; 2post, floor mounted, and wall mounted are all utilized. Flat patch and fiber panels are designed to
be compatible with the equipment racks, cabinets, and wall mount brackets. Vertical and
horizontal cable management systems are designed to contain and manage the data cables on
each floor.
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Chapter 4
Structural Production Plan

4.1 System Means & Methods
The precast structural-building enclosure system was observed for this production plan.
The assemblies that make up this system include: spandrel panels, columns, beams, double tees,
concrete decking, exterior wall panels, interior wall panels, and shear wall panels (See Appendix
D). This system was chosen due to its potential to save time through its means and methods.
Once the time is put into coordinating the design and production plan, the precast system is
simply trucked on site – piece by piece – then erected into place where it is welded and grouted.
No assembly is required; all the components include the proper thermal, moisture, and acoustical
control layers (See Appendix E).
The precast system from B4 thru L2 is made up of columns, beams, spandrel panels, and
3 double tees. These assemblies coexist by transferring loads to and from one another. The
spandrel panels rest on the beams, acting as the ceiling and floor for the floor below and above,
respectively. The beams carry the load from the spandrel panels and transfer it to the beams.
Once the precast system reaches L3, wall panels, metro-deck, and shear towers take precedents.
The precast system supports the cast-in-place foundation & exterior walls from B4
through L2 with spandrel panels, columns, and beams. From L3 through L12, the structural
system and building envelope is completely supported by precast concrete. Production started
with the shear towers; the columns, beams, and spandrel panels incrementally followed.
Generally, the east shear tower kicked off each floor’s production. Then, the components
contingent on the east exterior walls and shear tower were put in place. The west side followed
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the same process. Once repetition was reached on L4, the production fell into a natural flow
following a more structured sequence. The assemblies arrived on site on a flat truck bed where
they were hoisted into the tilt table, picked by the crane into place, and connected to the adjacent
units.
Each assembly was uniquely designed for its specific location, however, the components
shared similar connection details. The most prevalent was embedded welding plates. In addition,
all the assemblies contained a dowel-grout-cavity interlock system that prevented lateral
movement. This entailed lining up the protruding rebar, or dowels, with the adjacent
components’ cavities, or pockets, that were prefilled with grout. In general, the concrete decking
laid on top of the walls in which it was supported further with a weld/dowel connection.
From when the standard production of the precast system begun in 9/2016, i.e. L3
through L12, to the topping off of the system in 3/2017, there were approximately two (2) crews
working with 2 cranes, performing the same operation but alternating between effective and
contributory work. Each crew was made up of 4 to 6 workers. In total, there were 3 works on the
ground, 3 to 5 welders/bracers, and 2 to 4 grouters; this sums to 8 to 12 workers on the field at
once. Workers on the ground helped navigate traffic and set up each crane pick through the
transition from the truck bed to the turntable. The bracers assisted in aligning the assemblies into
place, ensuring proper connections between the dowel cavities and rebar. The welders spot
welded the weld plates embedded in the assemblies, making strong connections between the
components. Lastly, the grouters grouted all the joints and filled the dowel cavities for a sturdier
connection between the protruding inserts and the rebar pockets.
Due to the complexity of covering two main building systems, ensuring quality was very
important. The challenge to the preassembled system was the mitigation of damage from the
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components’ logistical and installation process. Conjointly, fallback and rework was one of the
most prevalent causes of production delay. To ensure each component maintained its structural
integrity, many patches needed to be done due to reckless hoisting and environmental factors. In
addition, high quality assurance was expected for the exterior assemblies to ensure tenant
comfort. This was done though proper moisture and thermal control. To combat these issues,
fallback work was prevalent; workers had to re-weld, re-grout, and patch.

4.2 Production Schedule
The production schedule for the precast system is represented by the highlighted
activities from the gantt chart below (See Appendix F). The activities within the red hashed area
represent the structure and building enclosure. The visual was made to help conceptualize how
much the precast system makes up the structure and building enclosure of the building.
The work flow of the precast system begun with B4 thru B1 precast assemblies
alternating between the placements of the cast in place exterior walls. Generally, the production
flowed from east to west. Once the structure was above grade, the precast assemblies coincided
with the cast in place floor slabs on L1 and L3; L2 was an exception. After L2 was capped off
with the cast in place floor slab, the precast system shifted to a more structured production from
the east shear tower to the west shear tower. Place of the precast assemblies were rooted around
the shear towers, however, there was flexibility in where to start and finish.
Production drivers included: shipment of assemblies, crane efficiency, and weather. The
assemblies were shipped on to site by large flatbed tractor trailers. Work was reliant on when the
shipments came in and local traffic flow. Conjointly, the cranes dictated the speed of production.
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Two cranes were present on site, alternating between the same tasks. Once the trucks arrived,
they pulled up to the side of building site where the tilt table was set up. The crane alternated
between hoisting the assemblies into the tilt table and picking them into place for installation.
Lastly, but most importantly, weather played a huge role in production. The cranes were not able
to operate with high winds and poor visibility. With the heart of production taking place in the
winter, weather was the most influential factor of them all.

4.3 Detailed Cost
The detailed cost of the precast
assembly consists of the square footage of
concrete precast walls, concrete cladding,
precast deck, precast columns, and precast
stairs. These cost categories were generated
using a cost source provided through
Timberline. The system totaled to $7,708,361;
this does not include tax nor fees (See
Appendix G).
Due to the nature of precast assemblies,
building an estimate for this system was simple

Figure 7. Detailed Cost

and intuitive. However, assumptions were
necessary; this included the grouping of the shear wall system with the exterior and interior wall
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systems, taking off a cladding system separately from the exterior wall assembly, and grouping
the spandrel panels with the deck system.
In addition to assumptions, adjustments were made to obtain a more accurate total. First,
the entire perimeter was taken off for the precast wall system, including the corner where the
curtain wall is present. This was done do to adjust for the precast parapet wall that would not
have been accounted for otherwise. The second adjustment was the precast stair system. A
portion of the stairs below grade were cast in place; to adjust for the additional cost of the shear
towers, however, the stair towers were all taken off as precast.

4.4 Site Plans & Logistics
The lift operation of the Carsia Building consisted of two cranes positioned on the east
and west ends of the site (See Appendix L-A). A tilt table was installed on the north end next to
the material drop off zone. This was strategically placed so the cranes can easily hoist the
assemblies off the trucks in the restricted zone and be reposition in the tilt table for the final pick.
In the same respect, the material hoist was set up on the north of site next to the material drop off
zone for more efficient unloading and distribution.
The logistic and production of the precast system from B4 thru L2 consisted of column
installation, beam placement on the installed columns, and spandrel panels overlaid on the beams
(See Appendix L-B). The production flowed from east to west - working in the order of columns,
beams, and then spandrel panels.
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Once the structure
reached L3, production
shifted (See Appendix
H). Shear towers drove
the order placement,
starting with the east
tower first and working
towards the west tower.
From each tower,
production flowed in a
spiral or “rose petal”
pattern – installing

Figure 8. Site Logistics

assemblies contingent on
the preceding component. From the shear walls, the adjacent exterior and interior walls were
installed. Then, the walls were capped with the precast deck which allowed for production to
move further from the shear tower.
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Chapter 5
Critical Project Analyses

5.1 Production Analysis
As shown in
Appendix F, the precast
system makes up the
majority of the structural
and building enclosure
systems. Compared to
other building components,
such as excavation and
foundation work, the

Figure 9. Labor Curve

precast system production was efficient. However, costly delays impacted its performance. As
seen in the labor curve above, there was a permitting delay in October once construction reached
grade (See Appendix I). The delay eliminated production in October, and stifled production in
September. The production curve shows a clean trend until the project was halted. In theory,
precast systems front load production in the design stage and make time up during on site
installation. In this case, the below grade construction advanced the permit clearance – resulting
in a costly idle month.
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As a developer, due diligence could have been performed to avoid the peak production of
a precast system in the midst of a harsh season. Weather delays is what kicked back most
production. When weather did permit during the winter months, extra precautions had to be
taken to ensure safety and quality. It is extremely important to analyze a systems constructability
in the designated built environment.
The crew size was effective, but rework and fall back work plagued the project.
Assigning more welders and grouters would not have severely ramped production, but creating a
production plan for the fall back work and taking preventative measures to avoid rework would
have made a substantial difference. Looking at the process, assemblies were picked into place
and connections were made. However, most connections required additional work to ensure
safety and quality. Welders and grouters were tasked to back track, but a strategic plan was not
implemented. If a work flow was constructed to reduce worker congestion and idle time, there
would have been flexibility for crews to reduce their size on designated days.
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5.2 Cost Analysis
The original square foot
estimate totals $10,538,984
between the superstructure and
exterior enclosure. There is a
$2,830,623 difference between
the system detailed estimate and
the square foot estimate
subtotal. However, this can be
accounted for by the inclusion
of systems in the square foot
estimate that is not part of the
precast system evaluated. For
Figure 10. Cost Visual
the superstructure, this includes: the cast in place exterior walls and L1/L3 slabs. For the exterior
enclosure, this includes: the cast stone that wraps the base of the building, the metal paneling
system rising from the cast stone base to L3, the curtain wall that rises up from L1 to L12 in the
northeast corner of the building, all the windows, and all the exterior doors. When considering all
the inclusions, the system detailed estimate falls within a reasonable range.
Several cost saving strategies were evaluated within and without this system. First and
most importantly, proper planning and due diligence would have saved the Carsia Building a lot
of time and money. Ensuring no permit delays and designing building systems with the local
climate in consideration can impact the schedule greatly. Secondly, simplifying furnishing
details can give boost production and save on material cost; being a part of the student living
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market, high-end finishes are not expected. For example, two different sheens of paint were used
in the units. Flat for living rooms and bedrooms and semi-gloss for kitchens and bathrooms,
same color. To the target consumer, the difference is insignificant. However, this difference in
sheen created a lot of rework due to miscommunication between the project team and the
painters. Minor details, such as that, can be fined tuned to combat costly setbacks and ramp up
production.

5.3 Logistical Analysis
Between the remote material yard, adjacent trailer yard, and traffic restricted zone, the
site was oriented in an effective manner. The material hoist and tilt table were right next to the
material drop off zone, reducing additional material transportation. However, the production did
not follow a rigid framework. There was a general pattern for work to flow from east to west, but
there was a lot of flexibility on the installation of consecutive assemblies. This allowed the field
team to be adaptable, but it obligated them to make a new decision after every set. In addition,
the flexibility was not leveraged to a point where it helped mitigate on field challenges.
The loose framework eliminated the ability to quantify production consistently. With
different assemblies and zones alternating back in forth, it made it difficult to challenge and
record production goals. Without having the ability to quantify production, it makes it difficult
for the management team to influence work flow. Contractors begin to lose accountability, and
management begins to lose credibility.
The logistical flow of trades was contingent on one component being in place for the
successor to assemble after. This gave less flexibility to phase the work. However, the operation
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of the crane could have solved that issue. The two cranes alternated the same tasks: staging the
assemblies in the tilt table, and then picking them in place. In theory, one would load up the pick
while the other would drop the pick in place for installation. Instead, the crane operators found
themselves intentionally slowing their production to avoid idle time waiting for the other crane.
Through observation, the cranes would have been more effective if they specialized their tasks.
One crane could have had the task to stage all the picks for the other crane to use. This would
require a staging yard or a larger tilt table. The northwest end of the site was limited but vacant.
In addition, the material drop-off zone tapered off where traffic doesn’t congest. In conclusion,
the material drop-off zone could have extended out longer, and a staging yard could have been
utilized to facilitate a more efficient lift operation.

5.4 MAE Integration
Through a systematic approach, each analysis will show the process of interpreting and
extrapolating the available data to output results. Applying what has been learned in master-level
courses, each result will be considered towards an overall recommendation of the proposed
design or method. Overall themes will be applied within the analyses, such as: production
management, industry trends, and project delivery methods.
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Chapter 6
Analysis I: Structural System Comparison: Precast vs Structural Steel

6.1 The Opportunity
The Carsia Building’s structural system is comprised of two precast systems. The below
grade system utilizes cast-in-place foundation walls, precast spandrel panels, precast columns,
and precast beams. A few structural steel members can be found along the ground floor
storefront as key components to the construction of an architectural façade feature. The above
grade system encompasses all precast decking, double tees, and wall panels – with an exception
of a cast-in-place slab to cap the below grade system. Through efforts to create a more cost
effective design, the construction team value engineered the original structural steel design to the
existing precast system. It was proposed to save the project approximately $5,000,000 compared
to the original estimate. However, a lack of communication and coordination between members
of the design team created many challenges with the precast system. The opportunity for analysis
is to examine the value of using the existing precast system in lieu of the original structural steel
system while considering the existing dispositions of the project team members.

6.2 Background Research
A structural steel system has its advantages and disadvantages when compared to a
precast system. For starters, a structural steel building can be topped out a lot faster than a
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precast building. However, the building enclosure – in most cases – chases steel erection. In
comparison, the existing precast system makes up the enclosure of the building in addition to its
structural purpose. This facilitated the MEP fit out to start earlier in the schedule and, conjointly,
the acceleration of the interior finishes. Steel design and coordination is relatively simple when
compared to the design efforts put into a prefabricated system; however, the coordination in the
design phase can pay off during the construction phase – as long as there is strong
communication between the design and construction teams. Ultimately, the precast system
requires a stronger line of communication and planning to prove its worth.
After sufficient research, the structural precast system has the potential to be favored as
the more cost effective design, however, proper project controls and a high level of
communication are required to actualize the theoretical value. This entails leveraging crossfunctional teams, establishing a strong framework for communication, and utilizing a digital
platform that centralizes the project information. In addition, construction teams – such as the
erectors – need to maintain high levels of production through short interval production schedules
to demonstrate adequate design-constructability competency.

6.3 Structural Steel System

6.3.1 Proposed System Description

Similar to the existing precast design, the original structural steel wasn’t designed to start
until L3; B4-L2 used a combination of cast-in-place foundations walls, precast spandrel panels,
precast columns, and precast beams. A cast-in-place topping slab was designed to cap L2 and
start the transition of precast to structural steel using embed plates and column splices. Although
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the original system was marked by the use of structural steel, in comparison, it leveraged many
precast members – such as wall panels, spandrels, and columns.

6.3.2 Structural Component Comparison

Table 3. Structural Component Matrix

As shown in Table 3, a matrix was constructed to compare the similarities and
differences in key components that made each system. The goal of this matrix is to show what
should be compared, and what should not, when calculating the cost of each system. For both
systems, the shear towers are made up of precast wall panels; therefore, the shear towers will not
be considered in the total costs. This is the same case for the curtain wall on the northeast corner
of the building. As mentioned within previous chapters, the precast system uses a composite wall
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assembly system made up of precast concrete, insulation, and brick veneer. As reflected in
Figure 11, the building enclosure was originally designed to have a wall assembly consisting of:
a stick-built brick veneer, an air gap, a weather protection layer, sheathing, metal stud backing,
insulation between studs, and gypsum for the interior.

Figure 11. Original Exterior Wall Assembly

Considering the same concept as the shear towers, the decking-floor slab systems for both
the precast and structural steel are the same. This system uses an insulated precast spandrel
which is a topped off with a reinforced, cast-in-place concrete slab. Interior load-bearing walls
are leveraged in the precast system; however, the structural steel system was designed to not use
any load-bearing walls. For this instance, equal lengths of interior light-gauge metal stud walls
need to be matched against the lengths of the load-bearing walls in order to accurately consider
both costs.
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W shape 12-inch beams, 9-inch D beams, 8-inch S shape beams, and W shape 14-inch
columns are the steel members in the original structural system. These steel members are what
gave this system its structural integrity; they were designed to transfer the loads from the precast
spandrel panels and envelope to the columns that would ultimately send the load to the
foundation. The 9-inch D beams were designed to utilize their elongated bottom flange to shelve
the spandrel panels. Transferring loads from the building’s envelope, the W shape 12-inch beams
made up the perimeter of the building. When a beam would meet a column, a shear connection
was designed using double angles that were welded and/or bolted into place. As described,
Figure 12 shows a detail of one of the connection types.

Figure 12. Beam to Column Shear Connection
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6.4 Cost Calculations
Once the components of each system were compared, a model was constructed to
represent the cost of each material making up the systems. Using the drawings and
specifications, building material were matched up to the cost values listed in R.S. Means
Assemblies Costs (2018). The goal of the model is to give an accurate cost comparison – which
would factor into the ultimate system selection (Appendix J).

Figure 13. Structural Steel Cost Model

Referring to Figure 13 above, the structural takeoff consisted of the beams, columns,
building envelope, and interior walls – which compensated for the precast load-bearing interior
walls. Takeoff drawings and the sources of the cost values can be found in Appendix K and L,
respectively. Due to the limitations on the available data, a few assumptions were made:


For the 12 inch W beams, 58 pounds per foot was averaged and used for all W12
members.
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For the 9 inch D beams, the cost of the W16x40 were used based on similar
weights.



For the 8 inch S beams, the cost of the W12x16 were used based on similar
weights.



For the 14 inch columns, 74 pounds per foot was averaged and used for all steel
columns.

The total cost of the steel system amounted to approximately $4,346,732 - considering
only the relative components.

Figure 14. Precast Cost Model

As shown in Figure 14, the precast concrete takeoff consisted of the exterior and interior
precast walls. Following a similar path as the steel, assumptions were made:


The exterior walls were faced with a brick veneer, however, the cost source didn’t
specify that detail; a cost value was chosen based on description and cost



The interior walls varied in cross-section; the cost value was chosen based on
averages.
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The cost data assumes a 50-mile delivery radius; however, the actual delivery
route was approximately 300 miles. This will be considered in the ultimate
selection.

The total cost of the precast system amounted to approximately $4,781,035 - considering
only the relative components.

Figure 15. Structural Cost Comparison Diagram
Figure 15 shows the visual difference in cost between systems, within intervals of half a
million dollars. The difference in cost between the two systems is approximately $434,304.
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6.5 Structural System Comparison
Combining information from the critical analyses, background research, and the values
from the cost model gives a substantial amount of research to compare the advantages and
disadvantages for each system. However, the systems need to be compared based on relevant
factors to the Carsia Building. A matrix, shown in Table 4, was constructed to highlight key
points for each system, showing which system is favored for the critical project factors.
Table 4. Structural System Comparison Matrix

The direct costs – material and labor – were projected from the cost model. As mentioned
previously, the structural steel system was calculated to cost less; therefore, the steel system is in
the advantage for direct cost. Considering the schedule, steel is likely to be erected faster than the
precast; however, the building envelope lags several floors behind the steel in lieu of being
completed congruently to the precast. With that in consideration the precast is in the advantage
for schedule. Logistics is a big factor for precast, especially with the manufacturing site
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approximately 300 miles away from the job site. Steel is easier to ship and, in addition, there is
greater potential in central Pennsylvania to find a local manufacturer. Both designs have similar
complexities for their site logistics during erection. Therefore, steel is in the advantage for
logistics. With steel being more traditional than precast concrete, the crew performing the
construction of the system are more experienced – aiding in the constructability of the steel
design. Despite the construction crews for the precast design needing a learning curve, there is
greater potential to aid in the constructability of the design through efficient and modular
planning. Nonetheless, the precast is in the advantage for constructability. Lastly, the design
efforts needed for the steel can be more relaxed when compared to the precast design. Steel
design is flexible and accommodating; however, precast – again – has greater potential to ease
the construction process by emphasizing design coordination. Due to that potential in the precast
system, both steel and precast are weighed the same in design efforts.

6.6 Structural System Conclusion
Considering all the factors listed in the system comparison matrix, Table 4, the steel and
precast designs reveal the same amount of advantages. The design efforts factor was weighed in
both favors, distinguishing an overall theme of the matrix: precast has a lot of potential.
Considering the specific scope and team for this project, the precast structural system was
undermined by a weak framework of communication and loose project controls. The poor
communication between design and construction lead to dozens of core-drillings, a delay in
overall design, and multiple MEP clashes. Considering all those issues to be mitigated by a
centralized information platform, strong design coordination, and strict project controls, the
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structural system recommended for the Carsia Building is the existing precast system in lieu of
the original structural steel system. The potential to save money, by likely shortening the project
schedule, is valued more than the direct costs output by the cost model.
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Chapter 7
Analysis II: Mechanical System Comparison: Split-System vs Centralized System

7.1 The Opportunity
Made up of 132 air handling units (AHUs) and heat pump condensers, the Carsia
Building uses a forced air HVAC split-system; the unit condensers, cooled by a refrigerant, are
housed on the roof of the building - mounted to several large carbon steel mechanical sleds. The
AHUs are found in the units - corresponding to their respective heating and cooling zones. The
significant number of split-system units created a lot of redundancy throughout the building
process. In addition, it required many roof and slab penetrations that were not coordinated
properly – creating confusion and frustration in the field. Taking a deeper look, there is an
opportunity for analysis to create a centralized HVAC system – containing one or two large
AHUs – in lieu of using the existing split-system units.

7.2 Background Research
According to academics and supporting research, it is clear that centralized HVAC
systems are traditionally more energy efficient than decentralized or split-systems. However,
there are advantages and disadvantages to using a centralized system. The initial cost of the
HVAC may be greater – depending on the building’s design. A centralized system uses a main
air handling unit – assuming forced air is used – which has a network of ductwork that supplies
multiple heating and cooling zones. In addition, a supply line of ductwork is require – accruing
more initial cost; therefore a central system typically requires more ductwork than a split-system.
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This can lead to more congestion in the plenum, requiring a high level of coordination between
MEP designers.
On the other hand, a split-system needs to use more pipe to feed the individual AHUs
with the cooled or heated medium, in this case a refrigerant, conditioned from the heat pumps. It
was discovered that a centralized system would typically provide more value in respect to the
building’s lifecycle; however, owners who have no interest in managing the building are more
prone to not considering long-term savings.
The proposal from the research is to implement a centralized, forced air HVAC system in
lieu of a split-system. The theory is to compare the upfront costs, ensure more energy efficiency,
and improve the building’s constructability by reducing the number of slab and roof penetrations.
Minor system changes combined with a basic takeoff can provide sufficient data to compare
upfront costs, a fundamental understanding of the construction, potential energy performance,
and other relevant factors to ultimately decide which system is favored.

7.3 Centralized HVAC System

7.3.1 Mechanical Breadth: Calculating the Size of the Mechanical Equipment

The alternate system is a modification of the existing system through the elimination of
the occupant unit’s AHUs & heat pumps, the addition of centralized commercial-grade
equipment, additional ductwork, and accessories. Through research and calculations, the Carsia
Building requires 160,301 CFM of AHU capabilities and 801.5 tons of heat pump capacity
(Appendix M). As a result, four 40,000 CFM capable air handling unit, nine 88 ton heat pump
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condensers, two 4,488 MBH gas boilers, and one hundred and thirty two 1,250 CFM VAV units
were added to the alternate design.
The AHUs were fitted by first taking off the square footage of conditioned space in the
building, which came out to 170,010 square feet. Through research and consideration of the
geographic location of the Carsia Building, a constant of 1 ton per 500 square feet was used to
calculate a total load of 340 tons. Using another constant of 12,000 BTU per ton, a value of
4,080,240 BTU was calculated. Then, the number of occupants, windows, and kitchens were
considered for the total BTU requirement of the building, which is 4,809,020 BTU. Lastly, using
400 CFM per 12,000 BTUs, a total of 160,301 CFM was calculated; therefore, four 40,000 CFM
AHUs will suffice for the Carsia Building’s energy demand.
Table 5. Condenser Cooling Capacity

Considering the building’s CFM requirement calculated for the AHU, the value is
multiplied by 5-tons of condenser per 1000 minimum CFM to get a product of 801.5 tons
required (Table 5). Using this to size the condenser, it was concluded that nine 88 ton air-cooled
refrigerant condensers will meet the building’s energy demand. Similarly, two 4,488 max MBH
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Gas Boilers and one hundred and thirty two 1,250 CFM VAV units were calculated using the
required CFM amount.

7.3.2 Structural Breadth: Investigating the Structural Integrity of the Penthouse

To create a practical design, the heavy HVAC units are required to be centralized in a
designated space. Following modern design practices, a mechanical penthouse was designed to
house the equipment on the roof level. To ensure the existing structural system could support the
penthouse, a structural investigation was conducted.

Figure 16. Proposed Roof Plan
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As shown in Figure 16, a schematic was created on the roof to identify the key factors of
the design. First, the existing mechanical sleds, housing the heat pump condensers, were
highlighted in red. This mechanical sled was specifically chosen based on its location; it’s close
to the existing shear tower that breaches the roof line - which the penthouse can potentially be an
addition to. Once the mechanical sled was highlighted, the precast decking shop drawings were
overlaid on top of these drawings to show where the spandrels lie in relation to the sled of
interest. Then, the decking panels bearing the loads from the sled were highlighted in blue. The
footprint of the proposed penthouse assembly, sized based on the equipment it would be
designed to house, was laid over the decking panels of interest.
The next leg of the investigation was to compare the weights of the existing sled
assembly and penthouse unit to determine if the existing structural system will support the
proposed design (Appendix N). From the project’s specifications and drawings, it was
determined that the existing system uses 5-ton condensers.
Table 6. Condenser Specifications

Using Table 6, the dividend was used to determine a weight of 394 pounds per 5-ton
condensers. Next, 18 condensers were accounted for by the mechanical sled being evaluated;
therefore, the amount of heat pumps were multiplied by 394 pounds per condenser to gain a
product of 7,092 pounds of condensers.
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Table 7. Steel Weight

To account for the weight of the carbon steel mechanical sled, a constant of 10.21 pounds
per square foot was found in Table 7. Taking off the values from the drawings, the parameters of
the mechanical sled were multiplied by the provided constant – calculating a product of 987
pounds. Nonetheless, the total weight of the assembly was determined to be 8,079 pounds.
Once the weight of the mechanical sled was determined, the mechanical penthouse was
evaluated. Using the averages between the minimum and maximum precast concrete weights per
square foot, a constant of 76 pounds per square foot was determined. This value was then
multiplied by the total square footage of the precast wall and decking, amounting to 226,024
pounds of concrete structure. Using the information provided by anonymous suppliers - 1,400
pounds was used for the weight per AHU, 700 pounds per condenser, and 7,450 pounds per castiron as boilers. Therefore, the total weight of the mechanical penthouse assembly is 252,824
pounds.
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Comparing the two weights of the differing systems, the penthouse creates a significantly
larger load on the existing structural system than the mechanical sleds. After drawing the
conclusion, it was apparent structural reinforcement was necessary. Through a thorough building
analysis, three double tees were identified within the decking system of L3, accounting for the
additional load from the pool. As a result of that discovery, the weight of the pool was calculated
to compare to the penthouse load. After multiplying 62.4 pounds per cubic feet of water by the
3305 cubic feet of pool water, a weight of 206,124 pounds was determined for the pool load. In
addition, approximately 43,320 pounds of precast concrete brought the load to a total of 249,552
pounds. Drawing from these calculations, it was concluded that replacing the three precast
decking panels with three double tees under the designated footprint of the penthouse would give
the proposed design sufficient structural integrity (Appendix O).

7.3.3 System Description

As designated in previous sections, the mechanical penthouse is designed to house the
AHUs and boilers – with the condensers sitting on curbs right outside the penthouse. From there,
four large louvers would be placed in the precast walls to connect to the AHU’s fresh air intakes.
Combining the conditioned air outputs of the AHUs, a large supply duct run would shoot down a
shaft carved out of the elevator lobby space where it would then branch off into each floor
(Appendix P). Consuming more space in the already limited existing plenum, MEP design
coordination may lead to a drop in ceiling height in the corridors – such as 10 feet to 9 feet. The
supply lines are designed to feed the units, diffusing in each room. Like the existing system,
exhaust ductwork would run from every bathroom and dryer. In addition, existing recirculating
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ceiling fans would continue to help prevent air from becoming stagnant, mitigating moisture and
odor issues. Return lines, parallel to the supply runs, would consolidate and chase back up the
duct shaft to mix with fresh air, get conditioned, and recirculate through the building.
With one duct shaft, creating long runs, the air pressure within the ductwork would need
to be supplemented by additional booster fans. In addition, the centralized system requires extra
controls to give each unit the ability to control their heating and cooling zones. The proposed
design includes electric VAV units, carrying electric reheat coils and automated damps, at each
unit to match the capability of the split-system.

7.3.4 Mechanical Component Comparison

Table 8. Mechanical Component Comparison
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Table 8 shows a matrix created to compare the key components of each system to ensure
all relevant features were taken off for the cost model. Comparing the split-system to the
centralized system, the difference in equipment is the sizing of each and enthalpy recovery
wheel.
Although the split-system leverages a ductless return air method to reduce cost, the
compact AHUs lack the ability to recover energy when compared to a centralized system using
an enthalpy recovery wheel; however, an enthalpy recovery wheel s not used in the proposed
design because of the exhaust running from each unit instead of a centralized location. The
ductwork between the two systems vary; the split-system – as mentioned – does not have return
duct. On the other hand, the design of the centralized system eliminates the need for fresh air
intake duct by including only one short run in the penthouse - supplying the whole building.
Since the split-system is naturally zoned by each unit, it has no need for additional zoning
controls; however, the centralized system’s design requires VAV units to give occupants the
ability to control their unit’s temperature and give the system reheat capabilities – controlling
humidity.
Due to significantly longer runs, the centralized system needs additional fan boosters to
keep the air pressure in the ductwork at a sufficient level. With the amount of supply intakes
outweighing the amount of fresh air intakes eliminated, the proposed system would require more
grills.
Lastly, there is a significant difference in rooftop structures; the split-system has a
considerably lighter assembly when compared to the entirety of the penthouse assembly;
however, the difference in cost is small – in comparison.
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7.4 Cost Calculations
Once the components of each system were compared, a model was constructed to
represent the cost of each material making up the systems. Taking off values from the drawings
and specifications, building material were matched up to the cost values listed in R.S. Means
Assemblies Costs & Mechanical Costs (2018) (Appendix Q). The goal of the model is to give an
accurate cost comparison – which would factor into the ultimate system selection (Appendix R)
The existing system cost breakdown shows each material and equipment taken off in the
system. It is important to note that labor is included in the total cost. Due to the limitations of the
date available, assumptions were made:


Supply rectangular ducts are classified by three sizes: 48x24, 20x14, and 20x12.



Flex duct is accounted for in the 20x12 rectangular duct.

After adding all the inputs into the existing cost summary, the total cost for the system is
projected to be $2,572,307
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Following the same trend, the alternate cost breakdown shows each component of the
system broken down into a unit cost. Plugging in the outputs of the breakdown as inputs of the
alternate cost summary, a total of $2,642,796 is projected for the alternate system.

Figure 17. Mechanical Cost Comparison Diagram

As depicted in Figure 17, the cost of the two systems are comparable; however, the cost
of the centralized system is approximately $70,489 more.
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7.5 Mechanical System Comparison
Table 9. Mechanical System Comparison Matrix

Evaluating the costs associated with material and labor, found in Table 9, the split-system
is at the advantage for direct cost; these values are based off the inputs and assumptions that
make up the cost model.
Considering the logistics of each system, the split-system requires more shipments for its
equipment due to the high quantity. On the other hand, the centralized system would have a more
complex site logistics plan when it would be the period of heavy equipment being lifted onto the
roof. Floors below the portion of the building that fall under the crane picks would be required,
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by OSHA, to be blocked off from all construction workers. With both issues considered, the
centralized system is at the advantage due to a significantly higher volume of equipment.
The constructability comes down to the labor needed for each system. The centralized
system’s design has 7% more ductwork, but 99% less equipment; therefore, this system is at the
advantage.
The split-system had a significantly higher amount of slab penetrations, which plagued
the job. On the contrary, the centralized system requires a high level of design efforts due to the
addition of both a main supply and return run; this would reduce the amount of space in the
plenum – making the project more susceptible to MEP clashes, which also proved to be
challenging for the existing system. Therefore, neither the split-system nor centralized system is
at the advantage.
Central, commercial-grade AHUs are more efficient than smaller, more compact, units;
however, the centralized system has significantly longer runs than the split-system – making the
conditioned air a lot more susceptible to energy loss before reaching the desired occupant space.
This can be mitigated by adding additional insulation to the ducts, but that would also bolster
material and labor costs. Also, centralized systems typically gain more efficiency using enthalpy
recovery wheels; however, they are not used in the proposed design because each units has their
own exhaust runs in lieu of a centralized locations. With that being said, the split-system is at the
advantage.
Lastly, the air quality of the split-system – in this case – is better with the centralized
design; this is due to each unit’s air being self-contained. In addition, the closed system gives
each unit their own filter, which is more practical to manage. Most importantly, the proposed
open-system runs the risk of pollutants entering other units through the return runs. This is
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especially the case for the Carsia Building because of the minimal exhaust designed for both
systems. In conclusion, the split-system is at the advantage.

7.6 Mechanical System Conclusion
The matrix in Table 9 compares the systems based off key factors, tailored to the scope
and delivery of the Carsia Building. The split-system and centralized system are both in the
advantage for three factors; however, the energy efficiency of the proposed design can be in the
advantage if additional duct insulation were to be added. This would drive up costs, but it would
pay off in the life cycle of the building. Similar to the precast system in Analysis I, the
centralized system has a lot of potential that can be fulfilled leveraging a high level of design
communication and a centralized building information platform to mitigate the issue of clash
detections. However, a critical factor is the air quality since the exhaust system only meets the
minimum requirements. Considering the safety and comfort of the building’s occupants as the
number one priority, it is concluded that the split-system is favored over the centralized system.
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Chapter 8
Analysis III: Leveraging OT Practitioner Services to Reduce Ergonomic Injuries

8.1 The Opportunity
Since the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, also known as OSHA, there has
been an industry-wide push among construction professionals to protect the lives of those who
work in their industry. This longtime goal to prevent workplace injuries and fatalities has been
evolving over the years. Through the safety evolution, companies have been adapting their
corporate structures and delivery strategies in order to protect those working on their job sites,
mitigate expensive lawsuits, maintain their competitiveness, and comply with owner and
government policies.
The Carsia Building had its own unique safety structure; Don Construction had a safety
director who averaged twice a week on site. In addition, construction workers new to the job site
were mandated to watch a safety video tailored to the conditions of the job. With Don
Construction, the general contractor, and Don Properties, the owner, integrated as one company,
a lot of the standard safety protocol – typically specified in contract documents – fell onto the
project team and safety director to enforce.
As with all jobs, accidents and injuries happened during the construction of the Carsia
Building. However, with prior knowledge of other unique safety programs implemented by
builders across the country, the opportunity to enhance the safety culture at the Carsia Building
became apparent. Combining research in construction safety and existing services, the goal of
this analysis is to propose a new safety component to see if its practicality and cost effectiveness
would add value to the existing safety structure.
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8.2 Background Research

Figure 18. Overexertion

According to the information provided by an undisclosed national contractor,
construction workers suffer from non-fatal injuries 16% higher than all industries combined.
Ergonomic injuries are among the most common and expensive injuries that occur in the
workplace. Even more specifically, the most common ergonomic injuries within construction
deal with “overexertion” of soft tissues – including muscles, ligaments, and tendons. Referring to
the example image in Figure 18, these injuries are due to the design of work tasks that impose
high physical demand. According to Liberty Mutual Workplace Safety Index 2016, Overexertion
injuries cost business $15.08 billion in direct costs in general industry.
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Figure 19. Anonymous Safety Data
An anonymous local contractor provided safety data, shown in Figure 19, which backs
the research claims mentioned above; in 2016, sprains and strains – overexertion injuries – made
up 65% of all ergonomic injuries and 15% of overall injuries for all their projects. In addition,
ergonomic injuries accounted for 20% of all recordable injuries. This data identifies a need to
reduce these injuries by implementing a safety culture enforced by an adequate safety staff.
According to the Department of Physical Therapy at Jefferson College of Health Professions,
focusing on ergonomics can reduce injuries, fatigue in the workplace, and facilitate greater work
performance.
Further research shows that occupational therapists can play, and have played, a role in
the building industry. According to the American Occupational Therapy Association,
occupational therapist can seek additional education to specialize in accessibility requirements.
In respect to the Carsia Building’s issues involving the Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990’s building requirements, an occupational therapist can make design recommendations by
using their unique skill set in assessing occupants’ current and possible future level of
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functioning within a certain space. These client recommendations can enhance the functionality
and safety of a building. Drawing from that same idea, occupational therapist can have an
influence on the construction field as well; using their intuition on proper body movements and
hazardous work tasks, these certified health professionals can help create a safer and more
productive work environment.
Focusing on ergonomics specifically, there are benefits to having an occupational
therapist involved; as described by the American Occupational Therapy Association,
occupational therapy practitioners who specialize in ergonomics can add value by:


Providing group education session to prevent injuries.



Designing and modifying workplace tools, equipment, and behavior to prevent
injury.



Consulting with employers and insurance companies on developing programs to
reduce workers’ compensation costs and promote workplace wellness.



Identifying unexpected costs associated with ergonomics.



Addressing physical, psychosocial, and cultural aspects of ergonomic
recommendations to ensure long-term success.

8.3 Occupational Therapy Practitioner Services

8.3.1 OT Practitioner Potential in the Building Industry
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Table 10. OT Practitioner Service Matrix

There are a handful of services an occupational therapist can offer in the building
industry. Table 10 consolidates the above research into roles an occupational therapy practitioner
can play. Considering the design side of the industry, an occupational therapy practitioner can act
as a design consultant. In other words, they would consult design teams on how to enhance a
building functionality and safety. The value in this service is gaining greater client and occupant
satisfaction through a practical design and potentially keeping costs down by mitigating costly
design changes or existing building renovations. Although this role does not help reduce
ergonomic injuries, it is an added value that is worth noting.
Looking at the industry trends, it is apparent that integrating an occupational therapy
practitioner into a design team is innovative and potentially practical. Considering the next role
in the matrix, an occupational therapy practitioner can lead as a safety consultant. This would
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include consulting a field safety team on potential hazards involved with the existing work tasks
and site plan. In addition, the consultant can make recommendations on how to make tools,
equipment, task, and the environment safer. Safety educator is another role these professionals
can play; this involves holding safety prevention session to educate the workforce on potentially
hazardous conditions and practices. Leveraging a high level of education in injury prevention, an
occupational therapy (OT) practitioner is well equipment to elevate this role. Mimicking the role
of a safety engineer, an occupational therapist can act as the safety enforcer on a jobsite. They
add value by considering physical and psychosocial factors learned through their education and
training.
An occupational therapy practitioner adds value playing a role in safety by adding their
unique training and education to the project team. The theory in safety is creating a safer work
environment and culture consequently reduces accidents and associated costs; however,
accidents can be unpredictable and, in the worst cases, unavoidable. Nonetheless, occupational
therapy practitioner can potentially reduce direct costs outside of reducing accidents. For
example, a licensed OT practitioner has the ability to rehabilitate injured workers within the
scope of their license; if a builder were to hire an OT practitioner internally, they can eliminate
the overhead mark-ups from private OT practices. Considering insurance companies in this
situation, the occupational therapist can consult on reducing premiums through their expertise,
cutting costs directly.

8.3.2 Proposed Framework of OT Practitioner Building Services
Combining research findings and the needs of the construction industry, a framework of OT
practitioner building services has been proposed. First, an OT practitioner would be hired into the safety
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division of a construction company; however, this would be to fulfill an existing business need in lieu of
creating an additional one. Then, based on the density of projects within a company’s business region, the
OT practitioner would be assigned to multiple jobs within a reasonable radius. Within these projects, the
individual would be responsible for:



Aiding in the design phase by offering their expertise in design functionality and
safety-encouraging design.



Aiding in preconstruction efforts by consulting on the constructability of the design –
ensuring work tasks will be within reason for the workers to perform safely, In
addition, reviewing site logistic plans.



Creating safety orientations, education seminars, and other means to inform workers
how to perform tasks properly and avoid hazardous conditions.



Walk jobsite to enforce safety protocol with safety engineers and instruct how to
resolve known issues.



Create strategic safety plans to make tools, equipment, tasks, and conditions safer.



Rehabilitate injured workers on site to avoid private practice profit mark-ups



Act as the liaison between the builder and worker compensation insurance company
to ensure the lowest premium.
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Figure 20. Corporate Safety Structure
Considering these responsibilities, the OT practitioner would be comparable to a safety
director. Figure 20 shows the corporate safety structure of an anonymous national general
contractor. As depicted, the OT practitioner in lieu of a safety director would be responsible for
regions, applying his/her expertise to multiple projects. Within that corporate structure, each
project would be staffed with full-time safety engineers. The main goal of the OT practitioner
would be to facilitate safety, as the engineers would do most of the groundwork.
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8.4 Service Cost & Value
The goal of this proposal is to see the practicality behind the potential safety structure; to
do that, the costs and service values must be considered. Due to the variability in safety,
predicting cost can be challenging without tangible data on real safety reports; however,
companies are reluctant to release accident reports in effort to protect themselves legally. With
that said, an accurate assessment of cost has been done by comparing the costs associated with a
safety director.

Table 11. Direct vs OT Annual Overhead Cost Comparison

Table 11 shows the annual overhead cost comparison between the proposed OT
practitioner and a safety director typical to the industry. To ensure accuracy, the salaries were
provided by anonymous individuals’ workings in their respective industry. It was determined a
safety director does not typically need any equipment to provide his/her service. On the other
hand, an OT practitioner would be expected to accrue cost from the equipment needed for the
unique services he/she has to offer. This can range from a foldable PT table to simulation
equipment aiding in worker rehabilitation by replicating their expected tasked upon return. A
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$1000 budget was approximated for the miscellaneous equipment; however, this is on the
excessive end of the spectrum as OT practitioners can be very resourceful in the equipment they
use – not needing any expensive equipment. Miscellaneous overhead - such as cell phone,
transportation, and benefits – was not considered. For this model, it is assumed both positions
would receive the same benefits.

Table 12. Corporate Value Comparison Matrix

The matrix shown as Table 12 compares the corporate values added by the two positions
by considering the positions directly above in the corporate ladder, in theory. The director is
considered to be in the advantage for adding value to the risk manager; this is because of the
likely experience a safety director has in construction. It is probable that he/she would
understand the risks specific to construction. Although, it has not gone unnoted that the OT
practitioner would be educated to consult on a safer design and project site. An OT practitioner is
in the advantage for adding value to the corporate insurance manager. These health professionals
are educated to serve as liaisons between employers and insurances agents, which can potentially
reduce the premium. Considering the OT practitioner’s education – again – he/she would be in a
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unique role to consult the safety education and program manager on the seminar and
presentations developed. In addition, the practitioner is likely to be skilled at delivering those
seminars. On the contrary, the safety director is likely to be more competent in applicable
practices due to his/her construction experience.

8.5 Analysis Conclusion
After considering the corporate value comparison matrix, it is clear there is a lot of worth
in hiring a OT practitioner to fulfil the role of a safety director; the medical professional offers a
unique skillset at a lower annual cost – while fulfilling the needs of a changing industry. A key
factor that has yet to be considered is the company size, structure, and goals. Every company has
its own unique structure and preferred project delivery method. After evaluating the services
offered by an OT practitioner, the proposed safety structure is more suitable for a design-build
contractor. This would ensure design intervention, which is a strong asset to an OT specialist. In
addition, the company needs to be on a large enough scale where there are multiple jobs going on
at once. An OT practitioner can be trained to do the duties of a safety engineer, assigned to one
job, but their education and experience would not be leveraged to their full potential if bound to
one project.
The Carsia Building was a byproduct of a unique delivery method. With the owner and
general contractor being the same entity, there is a lot of potential for an OT practitioner to
exercise their exclusive skills on both sides. However, after assessing the scale of the company
and the existing safety structure, the introduction of an OT practitioner in the corporate structure
is not recommended. With that being said, more companies are growing into a structure that is
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suitable for this proposal - making this a valuable option to consider as the industry is shifting
towards a more innovative, unconventional safety culture.
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Chapter 9
Analysis IV: Leveraging Construction Software to Combat the Industry-wide Labor
Shortage & Historically Stagnant Productivity Performance

9.1 The Opportunity
Through firsthand work experience, project team interviews, and numerous building
analyses, a constant theme surrounds each challenge observed – a lack of communication and
strong project controls. The project manager of the Carsia Building explained how a huge
setback in the design was attributed to a delay in the redesign process. After gathering his
observations, it was clear that there was a lack of communication between the design team
members. In addition, members did not want to be held accountable for work they deemed to be
out of their scope. This created a destructive habit of finger pointing. In addition, the exchange of
project information did not seem fluid. A lot of redundant information was painstakingly
exchanged as a result of not leveraging a centralized data platform.
The superintendent on the job shared his opinion on many challenges. The field was
competent and willing to perform the work according to the project specifications and drawings,
however, there was not a strong line of communication between the design and construction
team when the incidents did not go according to plan. This disconnect created frustration and a
lot of lost time, approximately 2 months-worth. A liaison, or leader, between the two teams
equipped with a strong framework or platform could be effective in facilitating the resolution of
these challenges. Furthermore, there is an opportunity for analysis on the benefits of using a
construction productivity software to bridge the communication gap and aid in the exchange of
information.
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9.2 Critical Industry Issue
The construction industry is suffering from a severe labor shortage, effecting projects all
over the country. With the recent series of natural disasters – creating a demand for
reconstruction – the strain on labor continues to grow to frightening levels. Falling victim as
well, the Carsia Building’s project team had a tough time finding additional labor to accelerate
the schedule when faced with a hard completion deadline. In response, a construction
productivity software can help combat the issue at hand. Available software allows project teams
to better manage their on-site workforce - increasing productivity and reducing the need for
additional labor. It also can facilitate production enhancing methods, such as prefabrication,
further reducing the demand for labor on adequately staffed projects.
The goal of this research is to understand the value of construction productivity software,
how this software can be applied to the Carsia Building to prove its effectiveness, and how it can
be used to combat a national problem in the construction industry – labor shortage. The research
can not only aid the projects similar to that of the Carsia Building, but to projects all over the
country effected by the increasing demand of labor.
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9.3 Background Research
Construction activity is growing – and is projected to continue to grow. Referencing data
presented by ConstructConnect, the Associated General Contractors of America (AGC), and the
American Institute of Architects (AIA), construction is predicted to have conservative growth in
multiple markets out through 2021. This surge of growth in the industry is proportional to a
growing demand in labor; more work in construction means more demand for skilled workers.
However, the industry’s inability to meet that demand has created a labor gap – backlogging
many projects. The chart created by the Construction Labor Market Analyzer, found below,
shows the projected gap created by the labor shortage. Annotations were added to support the
industry issue.

Figure 21. Supply & Demand (U.S.)
The gap is attributed to more than just the industry’s growth; an aging workforce is
adding to the problem. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ data below, the amount of
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construction workers 55 years old or older have steadily increased from 2005 to 2015. In
addition, the amount of construction workers 16-24 years old have decreased from 2005 to 2010.
The trend is projected to continue for years to come – showing no signs of improvement. With a
lot of older workers retiring without an adequate amount of skilled younger workers to replace
them, this aging workforce is creating even more strain on the already critical labor shortage.

Figure 22. Age Gap
The labor shortage has severe implications to the industry. Based on a combination of
data from the Construction User Round Table, National Center for Construction Education &
Research, and Construction Industry Institute, the average cost change for projects suffering
from a moderate to severe labor shortage is 17.3%. Within that same level of staffing difficulty,
the average schedule change is 22.5%. Most importantly, the data shows that there is on average
0.94 OSHA recordable incident cases per 200,000 hours. To put this in perspective, these
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numbers on average are -6.2%, 6.4%, and 0.26 – respectively – for projects with no level of
staffing difficulty. Figures 23 and 24 below support the implications of the labor shortage.

Figure 23. Cost & Schedule Implications
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Figure 24. Safety Implications
The question is, how do we combat this labor shortage? There is no simple one-fix-all
solution; however, combining owner leadership and contractor shared responsibility, actions can
be taken.
For starters, the industry needs to lobby for more focused government spending in career
and technical education. To help close the age gap in the workforce, we – as a country – need to
invest more in programs that help prepare students for various trades in the construction industry.
Referencing information available to the public, the U.S. governments invests less than a tenth in
career and technical educations as it does for 4-year college educations. Providing more
opportunities for young people to gain a career and technical education specific to trades in the
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industry would boost the skilled labor supply that is desperately needed to reach the current
demand.

Figure 25. Productivity Performance
Addressing another major industry issue as part of the solution, the construction
industry’s productivity performance has decreased over the past 50 years as other industries have
collectively increased – drastically. Referring to Figure 25, there has been a 19% decrease from
1964 to 2012 for construction as there has been a collective 153% increase for other industries.
Addressing this problem would help combat the labor shortage as well; enhancing the
productivity of our current workforce decreases the demand of additional skilled labor. As many
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industry leaders and entrepreneurs recognize these challenges, new technology and delivery
methods are being pioneered. Construction productivity software - capitalizing on the supply
chain, in-office management, and on-site work – are gaining more and more momentum every
year. In addition, building techniques, such as modular and prefabrication, are becoming a key
part of the industry.
As a whole, the top industry players need to take on leadership roles to push beyond the
norms that are holding construction back. This requires all project members to be accountable for
the final project outcome. Contracts, like ones built around integrated project delivery jobs, help
support this notion. In conclusion, we – as an industry – need to recognize these problems and
work together to overcome them.

9.4 Construction Productivity Software
The modern construction industry is in the beginning stages of disruption through
innovative, time-saving technology. However, the construction productivity software industry is
struggling to consolidate as new start-ups continue to enter the market. As a result, owners and
construction companies find themselves with countless, competitive offers when shopping for a
software that meet their needs. In addition, many companies are creating software internally –
maximizing customization abilities and tailoring the programs for specific jobs.
Despite the need for the market to consolidate more, software giants are beginning to
form – such as Autodesk and PlanGrid. The reach of services for these companies are evolving;
software giants are beginning to get involved in projects from design development to facility
management. The goal of these companies are to provide a one-stop-shop service, which will
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reduce the learning curve for users and create customer loyalty. Software will maximize their
productivity performance capabilities when users maximize their abilities in using them.
There are still start-ups entering the market in which are offering unique services the
“giants” haven’t yet considered. One relatively young company, as reference, is ManufactOn.
This company specializes in prefabricated and modular construction – streamlining the supply
chain. Their software provides a centralized platform for all contributors among the supply chain
of a project’s building material; this enhances communication but mitigating miscommunications
and allowing key information to be easily obtainable to all involved. Material tracking, a
frequent task of a project team, is easily managed through simple automation and user-friendly
controls.

9.5 Software Cost & Logistics
Considering the cost per license, software capabilities, and the specific project needs of
the Carsia Building, a construction productivity software will be evaluated in comparison of the
existing system – a FTP site, standard email communication, excel spreadsheets, and paper
drawings.
Through prior analyses of the Carsia Building, it is apparent that much of the project’s
coordination could have been improved, such as field-to-office communication and coordination
between the contractor and subcontractors.
Using data and studies provided from an anonymous construction productivity provider, a
few scenarios of project specific tasks have been evaluated based on cost of time - comparing
traditional methods to methods using construction software.
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Figure 26. Typical Project Staff Rates

Using the data provided, Figure 26 shows the typical project staff rates that will be used
for each scenario.

Figure 27. Scenario 1: Reviewing Drawings Back in the Office

Figure 27 is a model of the time cost for the task of reviewing drawings back in the
office. Using the data provided from a construction productivity software company, it takes a
total of 1 hour to communicate with the office from the field using traditional methods – paper
drawings. Assuming this trip is taken twice a day, this can cost a project $50,000 annually.
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Figure 28. Scenario 1: Software Solution
Now implementing a construction productivity software solution to scenario 1, Figure 28
shows that it would only take 30 minutes in lieu of 1 hour to collaborate on drawings with the
office. This would lead to an annual cost of $25,000, saving $25,000 from the existing methods.

Figure 29. Scenario 2: Post RFIs & Sketches

Scenario 2, shown in Figure 29, is a model evaluating RFI processing. It’s projected to
take 30 minutes per RFI. Assuming 250 RFIs on a project, it would cost $5,000 annually.
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project
Figure 30. Scenario 2: Software Solution

Considering the software solution to scenario 2, the model is Figure 30 projects a time
cost of $333 per project – amounting to $4,667 in annual savings.

Figure 31. Scenario 3: Punch List Issues

Processing punch list issues is modeled in Figure 31. It is projected to take 8 hours per
project – amounting to $4,480 in annual costs.
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Figure 32. Scenario 3: Software Solution

Figure 32 reflects the software solution to the traditional paper method of scenario 3. It’s
projected to cost $1,280 per project; therefore, savings of $3,200 are projected.
Just in the three scenarios above, $32,867 is projected to be saved annually using a
construction productivity software; however, the cost per license and the amount of license
holders must be considered. The standard package from an anonymous software provider is $450
per user. Considering the project team, designers, and necessary subcontractors, 25 licenses
times $450 per license and a one-time training fee of $2,500 would amount to $11,500.

9.6 Analysis Conclusion
After considering the saving from each scenario in the figures above and comparing the
cost of a competitive software per license needed in the Carsia Building, it’s apparent that there
is a lot of savings to be made. Considering those three scenarios’ savings and subtracting the cost
of the software licenses projects $21,367 in savings. Other opportunities, which may not be
practical to model, can amount to even more savings. Additionally, the Carsia Building lacked a
centralized data platform that made communication seamless. When compared to the existing
methods – which are a FTP site, standard email communication, excel spreadsheets, and paper
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drawings – this software enhances the productivity performance of the project team and all of
those in communication. In conclusion, a suitable construction productivity software is
recommended for the Carsia Building to minimize communication logistics and streamline
project controls.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion
Table 13. Concluding Matrix

Table 13 summarizes the conclusion from each analysis. Analysis I, comparing the
existing precast structural system to a proposed structural steel system, was concluded by
recommending the precast system. Analysis II, comparing the existing split-system HVAC
system with a centralized system, was concluded by recommending the split-system. Analysis
III, proposing a new safety structure with the addition of an OT practitioner in lieu of a safety
director, was concluded by recommending the existing structure. Lastly, Analysis IV was
concluded by recommending the use of a construction productivity software to enhance the
performances of project members.
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